or good character, but simply because
of his love for us (Romans 4:6-11).
Discipleship involves growing ever more
deeply in the love and grace revealed
by the gospel and allowing its presence
to change us. The ‘means of grace’
which Wesley described remain ways of
opening ourselves to such grace today.
The gospel also shapes our discipleship
by inviting us to live consistently with
the way of Jesus, doing the ‘good
works’ that God prepared for us to do
(Ephesians 2:10). While we are saved by
grace, the announcement of the gospel
always invites a response and we are
empowered by the Spirit to live new
lives. The sermons of Acts, for instance,
frequently call for faith and repentance
(Acts 2:38; 3:19; 17:30), while Paul shows
that those who are saved by grace are
united to Jesus, and so live a new life no
longer defined by sin (Romans 6:1-14).
To put it in Wesleyan terms, the grace
that justifies, is intimately connected to
the grace that sanctifies. The Christ who
comes as Saviour reigns as Lord.
Another way in which the gospel
changes us is by placing us in the
community of the church. In the New
Testament, there are no ‘solo’ Christians,
an insight echoed by John Wesley in
his teaching on ‘social holiness.’ It is in
the church that we encounter the riches
of the gospel through communion with
others. It is in the church that we rehearse
the story of the gospel in sermon, song
and sacrament. As we allow the word
of Christ – the message of the gospel –
to dwell richly within our communities
(Colossians 3:16), we find transformation.
The centrality of the gospel for
discipleship also explains why the New
Testament writers remind Christians
to ‘stand’ in the truths of the gospel (1
Corinthians 15:1) and to ‘contend for the
faith that was once for all entrusted to the
saints’ (Jude 3b). The gospel, it seems,
can be easily distorted, as Paul warns so
forcefully in Galatians 1. Discipleship,
today as in the New Testament, involves
holding firmly to the gospel and rooting
our lives and ministries within it.

desire was to share the gospel wherever
Christ had not been named (Romans
14:20). Sharing the gospel remains just
as crucial today, especially in a context
where fewer and fewer people know the
story of Jesus.
In the New Testament, sharing the
gospel leads to the growth of the church.
In 1 Corinthians, Paul uses agricultural
images to show how God blesses and
brings to fruition the planted seeds of
the gospel (1 Corinthians 3:5-9), while in
Acts there is a link between the growth of
the church and the spread of the ‘word’
about Jesus (Acts 6:7; 8:4; 12:24; 13:49).
In both Paul and Acts, prayer is also
central for ensuring that the seeds of the
gospel bear fruit in the lives of others
(Acts 4:31; 16:25; Ephesians 1:15; 6:20).
Sharing the gospel can also be pursued
in creative and flexible ways. In Acts,
Paul’s sermons to Jews tend to highlight
how Jesus fulfils Old Testament scripture
(Acts 13:13-43) while sermons to nonJewish audiences build on the common
ground of God’s existence (Acts 17:1633). In his letter to the Corinthians, Paul
explains that in his mission he desires
to ‘become all things to all people, so
that I might be any means save some’ (1
Corinthians 9:22b). For Paul, the ‘gospel’
remains centred on God’s work in Jesus,
but there is flexibility in how best to
share Jesus in culturally persuasive ways.
Today’s post-Christian environment
similarly calls for creative and innovative
ways of sharing the gospel.
Christians are called to live as witnesses
to the gospel as well as sharers of the
gospel. Jesus calls believers to be ‘light’
and ‘salt’ so that others can praise the
heavenly Father (Matthew 5:13-16),
while Paul invites Christians to live ‘in a
manner worthy of the gospel of Christ’
(Philippians 1:27). When 1 Peter 3:15
calls believers to give a response to
those who ask about their hope, the
context shows that such believers are
called to a distinctive way of life which
follows the way of Jesus. In the same
way today, lives that witness to the way
of Jesus create opportunities to share
the Good News.

THE GOSPEL IN MISSION
The world as well as the church needs
the gospel, and so sharing the gospel is
a key part of the church’s mission. ‘How
beautiful are the feet of those who bring
Good News’, writes Paul in Romans
10:15 (citing Isaiah 52:7), and Paul’s own
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While the New Testament calls Christians
to share the Good News of Jesus and
live as witnesses to the Kingdom, it also
recognises that proclaiming the gospel
can lead to suffering and persecution.
Jesus warned his followers that just as

the world hated him, so too they would
hate them (John 15:18-21), and Acts
shows that spreading the gospel led to
frequent persecution (Acts 5:17; 8:1;
12:1-5). Paul also writes that ‘all who
want to live a godly life in Christ Jesus
will be persecuted’ (2 Timothy 3:12). The
persecuted church in the first century
and around the world today reminds us
that sharing the gospel can and often
will be costly.

THREADS THROUGH
CREATION
STITCHING SPECTACULAR SCENES
FOR THOUSANDS OF VISITORS

CONCLUSION
The gospel is central for the New
Testament and central for us today.
Within the New Testament, the gospel
focuses on God’s work in and through
Jesus’ life, death and resurrection. This
is the message that has changed and
continues to change our world!
The gospel is key for discipleship
because it is at the heart of our faith.
As we grow more deeply into the
knowledge and love of God’s work in
Jesus, so we are transformed to be more
like him. As we grow in faith we see ever
more clearly ‘the light of the gospel of
the glory of Christ, who is the image of
God’ (2 Corinthians 4:4b).
The gospel is key for mission because it
is the means through which God reaches
out to the world. It is as we speak and
announce God’s work in Jesus that the
Spirit draws others to him. And it’s as
we reflect the way of the gospel in our
lives and communities that we can show
something of the Kingdom and of the
transformation that Jesus brings.
Dr Ed Mackenzie is the lecturer in Biblical
Theology and Mission at Cliff College
(www.cliffcollege.ac.uk).

Jacqui Parkinson

Jacqui Parkinson is an artist whose
medium is textiles - more precisely,
thread and silks. And she works on a
huge scale. For the past three years she
has been working on an extraordinary
sequence of twelve massive panels,
entitled ‘Threads through Creation’. It
will be starting a tour of cathedrals this
summer (COVID-19 permitting).
Jacqui introduces this extraordinary
project:
‘Until 2016 I’d never worked on a huge
scale, but felt inspired to create ‘Threads
through Revelation’; fourteen panels
taking the viewer through the book of
Revelation. It toured fifteen cathedrals,
and was seen by half a million visitors. It
clearly made an impact on many of them
– including quite a few MET Connexion
readers!
‘Already as I was working on it, I was
thinking of creating two more sequences
of panels, making three exhibitions.
Here’s the second -‘Threads through
Creation’ - scenes from the opening
story of Genesis. So with Revelation and
Genesis, I’ve presented the first and last
pages of the Bible!

YOUR SNEAK PREVIEW !
‘This is your sneak preview of some
of ‘Threads through Creation’, before
anyone sees it on tour. It is very easy
for visitors of all ages and background
to understand at different levels. It is a
celebration of life on earth. There is a
brilliant creation story, including many

mysterious truths for reflection, and lots
of different creatures to spot.
‘I hope to convey the uniqueness of
this world and the wonders of creation.
Millions of people have recently
enjoyed the BBC TV series called ‘A
Perfect Planet’. I think it should have
been called ‘The Perfect Planet’. The
great TV series shows us the wonder of
creation but then say it’s all down to a
series of extraordinary coincidences.
Coincidence? Chance? I can’t believe it!

IN THE BEGINNING
‘I’ve picked out six panels here for you
to see. If you come to the exhibition,
you’ll find that it starts with three panels
with very strong, apparently simple
elements. The first is a visual imagining
of the very first words of the entire Bible,
that put everything else into context:
‘In the beginning God …’. But how to
convey God? I puzzled over a solution
for months! In the end I decided to
present a never ending spiral, stretching
beyond the panel, into eternity. The
colours of the rainbow show the hope
of the Creator that all would not only be
created good, but remain good - and
also with flashes of gold leaf to represent
the holiness and pureness of God. Look
closer and you’ll see that the silk which
makes up the rainbow spiral is made of
three pieces, suggesting the Holy Trinity.
And stitched on top of the silk are barely
perceptible, tiny patterns of what is to
come in the future creation: everything
birthed from within the Creator.

‘From here on spirals are my symbol for
God’s presence, and you can spot them
on most panels. Panel 2 – God spoke
‘light!’ – is deceptively simple, enormous
triangles dividing the sheet. Look closer,
and you’ll see spirals stitched all over.
Next, panel 3 – God spoke ‘water!’ - is
my expression for a watery, wet world!
So wet that you’ll see the water falls
outside the frame.

EXPLOSIONS OF LIFE AND
COLOUR
‘Then we move through the creation
of all vegetation and the whole of the
solar system, to panels 6 and 7 - an
explosion of life, colours and patterns.
I’ve filled them with birds, sea creatures,
animals and insects. The panels are
intended to be both thought-provoking
and fun. There are lots of things to see,
some especially for children to spot.
Sometimes people laugh over the
details (for example here on panel 7 you
might make out a very well camouflaged
chameleon, and a dog trying to catch the
attention of a monkey!). And enjoying
all the fun at the bottom of panel 7 are
Adam and Eve.

THE SEVENTH DAY
‘How do you depict the seventh day,
the Sabbath day of rest, an important
day but one where nothing seems to
happen? My solution was to imagine
God looking over all he had created and
knowing ‘it was good’, and that’s what’s
summarised here in panel 8: squares of
designs revisit all six days of creation.

Threads Through Creation
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And here the cross is in central position
- a reminder that Jesus will come as the
Sabbath Rest - and over the cross, the
gold leaf spiral representing the Trinity
at the centre of all activity and all rest.’

MAJOR UNDERTAKING
So ‘Threads through Creation’ is now
complete and ready to tour - it consists
of twelve panels, 2.7m high, and
varying in width between 1.3m and
3.5m. ‘Threads through Revelation’ will
be going to Lille Cathedral in France
this spring and summer (COVID-19
permitting). And now Jacqui will start
work on ‘Threads through the Cross’,
mainly following the key scenes around
the death of Christ. This exhibition will
connect the beginning and the end of
the story together in Jesus.
The set of three exhibitions put together
will represent the greatest Story ever in
40 panels stretching over 80 metres.
That’s as long as the Bayeux Tapestry –
and 5 times the height! These projects
are a major undertaking and Jacqui is
so grateful to be supported in prayer
and financially by a wonderful group of
friends. Each project has been a leap
of faith, with no funding at the outset,
yet each has been fully funded by the
time each exhibition started touring.
God has indeed been good. With
‘Threads through the Cross’ Jacqui is
again stepping out in faith. God willing,
it will be finished in 2024. Your prayers
and any financial support would be
gratefully received!

Panel 3

Panel 5

Panel 1

To see more of ‘Threads through
Creation’ and the touring schedule visit
www.creation-threads.co.uk.

Panel 1
In the beginning
(Genesis 1:1)
Panel 2
God spoke – light!
(Genesis 1:2-5)
Panel 3
God spoke – water!
(Genesis 1:6-10)
Panel 4 (Not included)
Panel 5
Universe – sparkle with lights!
(Genesis 1:14-19)
Panel 6
Water and sky – splash with
colour! (Genesis 1:20-23)

Jacqui Parkinson

Panel 2
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Panel 6
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Bible Study | Titus 1:1-16

GODLY
LEADERSHIP
Gareth Higgs

INTRODUCTION

GODLY LEADERS

The next three editions of MET Connexion will be reflecting
on this wonderful letter from Paul to Titus and the gems that
it contains. In Chapter 1, Paul’s primary focus is on the need
for godly leadership - something that our Church and world
so desperately need.

I have the privilege of serving on the Ministerial Candidate’s
Selection Committee which assesses all of those who believe
they are called of God to serve as an ordained person in
the British Methodist Church. I never cease to delight in the
people that we meet who are offering themselves to God.
Occasionally I hear people objecting to the need for training.
‘The disciples didn’t need it’, they say. I am very much protraining, and theological education, but Paul is making clear
that the best education will never, ever make up for a lack of
calling, commissioning or a sense of anointing from God.

Titus is a Gentile (Galatians 2:3), an apprentice of Paul,
visiting Corinth with him amongst other places (2 Corinthians
7). Now he’s on Crete (Titus 1:5) seeking to establish good
leaders for the church. Paul has visited Crete (Acts 27) and on
the day of Pentecost, Cretans heard the gospel (Acts 2:11).
Panel 7

Paul (Titus1:1), an apostle i.e. ‘sent one’ is sent by a reliable
and trustworthy God to God’s people to further and build up
their faith. As knowledge of this faith increases, it may lead
to godliness. What matters for Paul is not that people have
‘right’ belief, but rather that being informed of the truth of
the gospel might lead to a godly life worked out in the life
of the community. We are to live out the truth of what we
believe and apply it in every aspect of our lives, so that the
world is transformed to God’s glory.

Panel 7
Earth – dance with creatures!
(Genesis 1:24-31)
Panel 8
God rested – and it was all good.
(Genesis 2:1-3)

Paul emphasizes the truth and reliability of God (v.2). This
isn’t just a passing description, but an important evangelistic
and theological statement. In the Greco-Roman world, where
paganism was the dominant worldview, there were lots of
gods for different purposes – for weather, fertility, health,
financial prosperity – and one sought the relevant gods and
appeased them to gain favour. The gods were notoriously
unreliable and unpredictable. Yet Paul states the One true
God can be relied upon. His character is true, his behaviour
is true, his nature is true, he is thoroughly reliable, and Paul is
saying ‘I represent that God. That’s whom I’m sent by; that is
the One who sends me to you; that’s the One of whom I write’.

REFLECTION
Panel 8
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To what extent do you feel sent under the command of God
into your mission field?

V.3 sees Paul speaking of his commission and authority. We
too are appointed to herald the message and proclaim the
gospel by the command of God our Saviour. People can have
a strong sense of anointing or commissioning from God, but
without proper discipline, accountability and training they
would be a disaster and probably cause harm to themselves
and others. What’s clear is that Paul would rather have no
leader at all than somebody ill-fitted for the role. That’s a
good lesson for any of us in recruitment. Sometimes we
can feel like it’s better to fill a role with anyone. Whether it’s
in a community organisation like the church or whether it’s
in employment, it’s better to have no-one than to have the
wrong person. Paul agrees.
In v.6 we hear about the role of elder from the Greek
‘presbyteros’ where the term ‘presbyter’ originates and, in v.7,
the word overseer, literally ‘episkopos’, meaning ‘oversight’
but sometimes translated as ‘bishop’. Paul is more concerned
about the character that is needed to inhabit those roles.
In the ordination service, there is a wonderful moment
when the congregation is asked whether we consider the
ordinands worthy of the role to which we will ordain them.
The congregation replies, ‘they are worthy’. Paul sets out what
a worthy leader is like. He is concerned with the fledgling
Christian movement and doesn’t want Christians to be
scandalised, brought into disrepute, or misunderstood, so
there’s a responsibility, particularly on the leaders of this
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